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Abstract: The purpose of the article is to clarify cultural priorities and to distinguish axionomens 
knowledge, religion and time qualified as determined linguistic units denoting world outlook values 
of polyethnic Europe. Theoretical justification of understanding, measuring and keeping distinctive 
features of the cultural priorities is the finding of research. The practical value of the research is to use 
the results for fundamental studies of all lexico-semantic sub-systems of value paradigms of the 
Ukrainian, English and French language societies. 
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1. Problem Statement 
General insights we form about a culture from asking about cultural priorities will 
always need to be revised and reexamined in specific contexts. Key factors include 
how much previous knowledge the others have about own culture, how much time 
both parties have spent in each other’s cultural environment, and what the 
dominant influences of prior encounters were. Before launching into the cultural 
priorities, a brief rationale about generalizing is necessary. The following 
discussions about cultural priorities generalize out of necessity. It can be useful to 
learn that in general members of a culture view something a certain way. But it is 
also true that in any culture individuals have their own priorities that may deviate 
from the general culture. So each specific case we encounter has to be the subject 
of fresh inquiry and fresh testing of the validity of the priority we expect in order to 
avoid fixed, inflexible mental categories (Beamer & Varner, 1995).  
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2. Critical Overview 
Culture ranks what is important. In other words, cultures teach values or priorities. 
In distinguishing between attitudes and values, George A. Borden explains that 
values “provide us with standards of competence and of morality, guiding or 
determining attitudes, behaviour, judgments, comparisons of self and others, 
rationalizations and justifications, exhortative attempts to influence others, 
impression management and self-presentations. Thus defined, values are moreover 
fewer in number than attitudes, are conceptions that transcend specific attitude 
objects and situations, are determinants of attitudes as well as behaviour, are 
dynamically closer to needs, and are more central to that core of the person that we 
identify as the self” (George, 2004, р. 98).  
Values underlie attitudes. They also shape beliefs. They enable us to evaluate what 
matters to us or to apply standards to our attitudes and beliefs. In order to 
communicate about things in another culture, it is necessary to understand the 
values that operate in that culture. Because values tell us how to weigh the worth of 
something, they indicate a relative hierarchy. We can talk about values as cultural 
priorities. Within a culture, values may be of greater or lesser importance. For 
example, a culture may put a high priority on honesty a low priority on making a 
minimal effort. Priorities vary from culture to culture. 
 
3. Purpose of Investigation 
The purpose of the article is to clarify cultural priorities and to distinguish 
axionomens knowledge, religion and time as world outlook values of polyethnic 
Europe. 
 
4. Research Course 
The notion of knowledge in European cultures often calls to mind a traditional 
body of abstract concepts, philosophies, and arguments reaching back to the 
classical works of Greece and Rome. Knowledge sometimes seems rather solemn, 
dusty, and remote. Perhaps that is the reason we have a number of other terms for 
know: grasp, comprehend, understand, ken, perceive. There are even more terms 
for a person who knows, or who is in the know: smart, knowledgeable, savvy, 
perceptive, clever, astute. Another key term is learned.  
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What does it mean to learn? Cultures have a variety of answers. People learn how 
to learn when they are very young, first at home before they go to school, and then 
later at school. Those early learning patterns are followed with little change 
throughout our lives. In many English-speaking countries, learning is a process that 
involves asking questions which can open the door to understanding. In the United 
States, for example, from kindergarten through graduate seminars, students who 
ask questions are rewarded. They bask in their teachers’ approval and often receive 
higher grades than their unquestioning peers. Teachers tend to find question-askers 
intelligent. 
The Western tradition of learning since ancient Greece (and perhaps they learned it 
from Arab scholars) has followed this process to knowledge: dissect, deconstruct, 
and atomize until you identify the smallest component and can relate each building 
block to each other one. Then you have mastered the understanding of something. 
Then you know it. 
In many cultures, knowing does not involve laying something open and examining 
its components minutely. Quite the opposite. Knowing involves seeing the 
connections and links between something and everything else. Knowing something 
means being able to fit it into the universal scheme of things. 
In southern Europe, learning does not come from asking questions. Learning means 
receiving and taking in what is given by teachers. Some teachers may speak through 
written texts. Teachers know; their role is to pass knowledge on to learners so they 
will know too. In polyethnic Europe the teacher in the classroom is an unassailable 
authority. The textbook and the teacher do not disagree. What they deliver to the 
student is true knowledge and is not to be doubted. Although sometimes students 
ask questions for clarification, students do not question the authenticity or reliability 
of the knowledge they are given. Their role is to master it. Frequently that means 
committing it to memory to be able to reconstruct it when called upon to do so, as in 
an exam. Reproducing exactly what was delivered is the best possible 
demonstration a student can give of really having learned.  
Culture defines what it means to know and to learn. This basic fact is important for 
any organization that plans – or already does – to operate with personnel from 
many European cultures. Most organizations have training programs for employees 
and expect their workers to continue to learn new things as technology and the 
organization’s needs change. The need to learn is unavoidable when an 
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organization engages a multicultural workforce or engages in global activities for 
the first time. 
How people know is closely related to how people think. Thinking patterns also 
vary from culture to culture. Patterns in the mind map a person’s life experience. 
(And the opposite is also true: Experiences verify patterns of the mind). The map 
affects how a person frames communication about life. 
Patterns are processes learned from birth; they are culturally determined. We 
suppose all normal human babies are capable of any of the thought patterns ever 
used in the whole history of human existence, but babies learn to pattern thinking 
after the patterns their world shows them. If they are fortunate enough to have 
more than one culture in their socialization process, they will learn more patterns 
than their monocultural counterparts. It is remarkable to watch someone moving 
from one culture into another and to discern the difference in an individual’s 
patterns of thought that the cultural change brings. 
The importance of self-knowledge as “know thyself” is advice handed down from 
ancient philosophers of many cultures. In order to understand the other person you 
have to understand yourself. This isn’t as easy to do as it may seem at first; most of 
what makes up a culture is absorbed unconsciously in the growing-up process of 
socialization. How do we get at it? How do we distinguish what we take for 
granted as universal human experience from what is culturally determined? We 
need to be able to examine the operating environment of the mind that enables us 
to run various mental programs. The transparent nature of the culture windows is 
the basic difficulty in coming to terms with one’s own culture. The more deeply 
embedded cultural values and attitudes are, the less conscious they are and the 
harder they are to examine. Or as Edward T. Hall says in describing a man in a 
foreign environment, “The more that lies behind his actions, the less he can tell 
you” (Hall, 1976, р. 116). 
Most people assume that what they take for granted as natural is what everyone on 
this planet also considers natural. Most people only discover when they come into 
contact with something different that the ideas they hold as absolute truths are 
actually culture-based positions. It can be a disorienting experience, like 
encountering people who seriously tell us that two and two make five-and-one-
quarter, or that the world will end precisely on June 29, 2021. When basic 
assumptions about life are challenged, one typical response is to find the other 
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culture’s assumptions irrational. They seem to be crazy. Rationality is, of course, 
culturally defined. 
Perhaps the most typical pattern of thinking for members of European cultures is 
cause-and-effect. To speak of reason in English is to speak of causes, of reasons 
why. In fact, a reasonable person is one who sees relationships of cause and effect 
between things. Why questions inevitably invoke explanations of causes. Cause-
and-effect thinking is linear. We could draw a straight line from cause to effect, 
with an arrowhead at the results end. Many sentences in English employ this 
pattern. Consider that last one: The subject is sentence, and it has some descriptors 
around it (many, in English); employ is what the sentences do; this pattern is the 
outcome, or the result of the activity of the verb. 
Europeans think that cause-and-effect patterns are logical, and that logical means 
cause-and-effect, the pattern they call Aristotelian syllogism. So deeply embedded 
is this notion that it is assumed to be universal. Besides, Europeans prefer thought 
patterns that categorize. This discussion about patterns of thinking has presented 
cause-and-effect on the one extreme, and linkage on the other. That is, opposites 
are identified. But that is itself a pattern generated by culture. In Russia, thinking 
patterns embrace contradictions rather than oppose them. Extremes and 
contradictions delight Russians, who do not seek to reconcile them but to see them 
exist together in a pattern (Yale, 1992, p. 45).  
Religion as a belief system comes from cultural values and also contribute to 
cultural values. It informs attitudes and behaviour of members of a culture – even 
of those that do not actively practice the religion. But when we are learning about 
an unfamiliar culture, studying the religion is a lengthy and demanding 
undertaking.  
What can be known? Are some things unknowable? In European Christian 
cultures, following a separation between sacred and secular that began hundreds of 
years ago, spiritual truths are generally held to be knowable through faith: If you 
believe, then you can know. Even where scientific inquiry and faith intersect, 
science’s findings have little effect on the beliefs of the faithful. Scientific analyses 
of the Shroud of Turin, which some Christians believe bears the print of Christ’s 
body, have had little effect on belief or unbelief. Attempts to explain the Star of 
Bethlehem, which Biblical accounts say shone at the birth of Christ, by 
astronomical computer programs run backward in time, have similarly had little 
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effect on belief. For Christians in this cultural tradition, knowing in spiritual terms 
involves a different approach from knowing in material terms. 
Another value orientation to do with big questions concerns a culture’s view of 
time. Traditional cultures think of time as cyclical. An idea took shape: to measure 
something abstract, intangible, and defined however you wanted to define it, called 
time. Time could be given an identity and then segmented into component parts. 
And time became a commodity. “Time is money”. “Save time”. “Spend time”. 
“Use time wisely; don’t waste time”. “Make time”. “Take your time”. There are 
some of the phrases we commonly use that underscore the value of time as 
something to be bought and sold.  
What does it mean to be “on time”? The definition of punctuality varies from 
culture to culture. The cultural priority of time has close links to another cultural 
priority: relationships versus results. Where people are important and the nurturing 
of relationships matters, the time necessary for nurturing activities is flexible.  
In results-oriented cultures, adherence to schedules is much more important. In 
Germany, France, Holland, Switzerland, for example, promptness is a basic 
courtesy as well as an indication of seriousness about work.  
What does effective use of time mean? As we discussed earlier, results-oriented 
cultures tend also to use a cause-and-effect pattern to understand something and to 
use planning to control uncertainty. These cultures also have a linear view of time; 
after all, a cause-and-effect sequence unfolds in time from the generation of 
something to its results. People who view time as a highway progressing from the 
past into the future also tend to believe the past is background and preparation for 
the present. They think the present in turn will be the basis for the future. Time is 
used effectively when goals can be accomplished speedily. This is very different 
from people who see cyclical patterns that repeat themselves.  
People who view time as linear and as divisible into chunks that have a market 
value measure time in relatively short periods: minutes, hours, days. In cultures, 
where time is expansive, measurements are in weeks and months, such as in 
Ukraine where patience has a high priority.  
Time can be monochronic – one-dimensional time – or polychronic – 
multidimensional time (Hall, 1959, р. 100). Monochromic time is linear. People are 
expected to arrive at work on time and work for a certain number of hours at 
certain activities. Then after resting for an appointed period, they are expected to 
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resume work activities. In some monochronic organizations, being even a few 
minutes off schedule is not acceptable.  
In polychronic cultures, time is an open-ended resource not to be constrained. 
Context sets the pace and rhythm, not the clock. Events take as long as they need to 
take; communication does not have to conclude according to the clock, and the 
clock does not require closure of the business at hand. The idea of monochronic or 
polychronic time can be related to a previously examined cultural dimension; 
whether tasks are done serially or sequentially.  
 
5. Concluding Remarks  
The presented issues concerning axionomens knowledge, religion and time as 
world outlook values of polyethnic Europe stress that some Europeans truly know 
something only when experience has taught them; without experience they merely 
know about something. For others, knowing comes from conceptual undertaking. 
In many cultures the acknowledged authority gives knowledge, and one knows 
when one has mastered what the textbook or teacher says. In other cultures, going 
beyond what one has been given is how on truly knows something. In some 
cultures, not everything is knowable. Other cultures have the idea that everything 
can be known, if the key is found. European cultures primarily use a cause-and-
effect pattern of thinking. They differ in attitudes toward time and how it should be 
observed. Some view time as cyclical while others view it as an unrolling 
continuous line.  
 
6. Further Research  
The prospect of research is to use the results for fundamental studies of all lexico-
semantic sub-systems of value paradigms of the Ukrainian, English and French 
language societies. 
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